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The (infamous) software
architecture
document



Too big





Outdated



Nobody
reads them





A description
of the software architecture
is useful and often essential



Any type of project,

any size of project



The software architecture document 

should describe what
the code itself doesn’t



Abstraction
(with precision)





Client Application

Database

Business Services

1. Submit query

2. Asynchronous query

3. Poll for results



Abstract

Specific

Software

Architecture

Document
v1.0

    /// <summary>
    /// Represents the behaviour behind the user registration page.
    /// </summary>
    public class RegistrationWizard : AbstractWizard
    {
        private RegistrationCandidate _registrationCandidate;
        private RegistrationWizardPage _page;
        private RegistrationWizardController _controller;



Explanation of the 

software structure



The architectural 
principles adopted and 

constraints in force



Development and deployment 

technologies and 

platforms



A justification of how the

architecture 
satisfies the 

requirements



Why?



Internet banking system 
predominantly built on the 

Microsoft .NET platform



Distributed
architecture



ASP.NET
websites



Windows 
Communication 

Foundation middle-tier



SQL Server 

database



XML/TCP 

connectivity to the core line of 
business system



Scheduled 
jobs

running in SQL Server



80+
ASP.NET pages



30,000+
lines of C#.NET code



650+
classes



4
WCF services with

100+
service operations between them



50+
SQL stored procedures



4 man-years
of development

(it’s not a massive system)



Essentially, it provides a

web facade
over the existing

line of business system



But some key questions
always come up...



“ ”
What does it do?



“ ”
How does it work?



“ ”
Where is the best place to 

add
new functionality?



“ ”
How do we make new functionality

consistent
with the existing code?



“ ”
What is the 

approach
to [logging|auditing|security|

backups|scalability|etc]?



Have you ever needed to explain 
how a software system works?

Why and how did you do it?





Software architectures don’t live in 

isolation



There are many different 

stakeholders



Your system

Current Development Team

Database Administrators

Business Sponsors

Operations/Support Staff

Compliance and AuditSecurity TeamOther Teams

Future Development Team



Each stakeholder plays a 

different role,
on the project and

within the organisation



Each stakeholder has a 

different view
of your software architecture



Each stakeholder has

different needs
of your software architecture



The description of your software 
architecture needs to

take these views 
into account



Architectural 
Constraints

Functional view Non-functional 
viewProcess view

Interface view

Technology 
selection

Logical view

Data view Architecture 
JustificationSecurity view

Operational viewInfrastructure view Deployment viewDesign view

Context

Architectural 
Principles



Context



Let’s start by

setting the scene



This is a Microsoft Visio 
block diagram that 

summarises the 
context of a system.

It shows the

major system 
components and 

their relationship with the 
existing Globus Banking 

System.



People close to the 
project will think this is 

obvious



Try to put yourself in

somebody else’s shoes



Start your software 
architecture document by 

setting the scene



Functional View



Sets the

functional 
context



Summarises key 

functional 
areas



Identifies

key users



Helps you to identify the

architecturally 
significant

use cases



This is a high-level UML use 
case diagram that 

summarises what 
the system does at a 

functional level.

It shows the

key functional 
areas and how the 

functionality is utilised by 
two key types of users; 

customers and admin staff.



What are the

architecturally significant use cases?



Why are they

architecturally significant?



Include a summary of the 
significant functions to 

highlight what the system 
actually does



Process View



Software systems are
often built to

automate processes



Automated 

workflow
systems



Enterprise 

integration
projects



Business-to-business 

services



A process view can be a useful
way to summarise the

overall process
being implemented by the system



Steps, their order
and the

flow of information



Parallelism and 

concurrency



This is a UML activity 
diagram that 

summarises
the process being 

implemented by a system.

It shows the 

important steps
along with the sequencing 
and where parallelism can 

occur.



If your system implements
a business process, include

a summary of it



Non-functional 
View



Non-functional requirements can 

influence
a software architecture in a big way



Does your solution
need to be very

fast?



Does your solution
need to be very

scalable?



Does your solution
need to be highly

available?



Does your solution
need to be very

secure?



Does your solution
need a guaranteed

audit trail?



Non-runtimeRuntime

Performance
Scalability
Availability
Security
Disaster Recovery
Accessibility
Monitoring
Management
Auditability
...

Flexibility
Extensibility
Maintainability
Interoperability
Legal
Regulatory
Compliance
i18n
L10n
...

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓



Summarise
the key non-functional areas



A checklist
can improve coverage

and help reduce ambiguity



Refer and 

emphasise,
don’t repeat



What are the

architecturally significant
non-functional requirements?



Why are they

architecturally significant?



Include a summary of the 
significant non-functional 

requirements, particularly if 
they influence your 

architecture



Architectural 
Constraints



Software lives within
the context of the

real world



The real world has

constraints



Approved
technology lists



Local and public 

standards



Common
protocols and

message formats



Tactical or 

strategic?



What are the 
constraints?



Why are they
being imposed?



How do they affect 
the architecture?



How are you working 
with them?



It can be useful to document
the constraints and their

influence
(positive and negative)



Include a summary of the 
architectural constraints, 

particularly if they influence 
your architecture



Architectural 
Principles



Constraints are typically 

imposed
by somebody else



Principles are what you 

want to adopt



Architectural principles can improve 

consistency



For example, our
Internet Banking system 

should...



“ ”
provide a

web-based channel
for customers to

access their accounts



“ ”
present the bank’s services to 

customers by orchestrating
the operations provided by Globus,
not by replicating or implementing 

any core business logic itself



“ ”
only retain data related to 

the Internet channel;
such as web-facing user IDs, user 
preferences, web audit logs, etc



“ ”
all web pages should follow the 

following MVC approach...



“ ”
use the HTTP session

object in the following way...



This is a Microsoft Visio 
block diagram that 

summarises an 
architectural layering 

approach.

It shows the

key layers and how 
the flow of logic moves 

through them.



Include a summary of the 
architectural principles, 

particularly if they influence 
your architecture



Logical View



Logical views of a system 
are probably the most 

widely used



A diagram showing the

major components
and their interaction



Structure
of the system



May or may not show 
technology 

choices



I prefer to 

include
technology...



...unless I’m building a 
technology agnostic 

architecture :-/
(model-driven architecture?)



It’s your big
picture



Often useful to
include the links to

external systems



Here are some

logical views
from our training course...

.com

For more details about
the training course...



Here’s the context 
for the system...



This diagram shows 
the overall 

architecture, 
broken down into 
the major logical 
components at a 

high level of 
abstraction. It also 
shows some initial 

thoughts on 
technology choices.



This diagram shows 
the overall 

architecture, 
broken down into 
the major logical 
components. The 

dotted lines 
indicate the 

architectural layers 
adopted.



This diagram 
shows the 

logical layers 
of the 

architecture 
and where 
the major 

components 
reside. It 

focusses on 
the user 

interface part 
of the 

solution only.



This diagram shows 
the overall 

architecture, 
broken down into 
the major logical 
components at a 
very high level. 

Again, it focusses 
on the user 

interface parts of 
the solution, but 

from a technology 
perspective.



This diagram shows 
the overall 

architecture, 
broken down into 
logical layers with 

two interfaces 
(scheduler and UI). 

The scheduler is 
the initial stimulus 

for the overall 
process.



This diagram shows the logical 
components/services for the user 

interface part of the solution, their 
interactions and the technologies 

that they will be implemented with. 
It shows a lower level of detail than 

some of the other diagrams.



This architecture is event 
based and the diagram 

shows each of the major 
logical components along 
with the events that they 
generate/consume. It also 
works on a polling rather 

than scheduled basis.



This is a Microsoft Visio 
block diagram that 

summarises
the logical architecture of 
a financial risk calculation 

system.

It shows the major 
components

and their interactions.



This is a drawing that 

summarises
the logical architecture of 

our Internet Banking 
system.

It shows the major 
components
and their interactions 
across all tiers of the 

architecture.



This is a Microsoft Visio 
block diagram that 

summarises
the logical architecture of 

our Internet Banking 
system.

It shows the major 
components
and their interactions 
across all tiers of the 

architecture.



Logical view is typically  

diagrams with 

commentary
for each major component 

and interaction



Include one or more big 
pictures to summarise the 
structure of your system



Interface View



Interfaces are often 

difficult
and risky



What is the system?



How do we 

connect?



What is the 

protocol?



What services
do you provide?



Synchronous or 

asynchronous?



Is the interface always 

available?



Do we need a 

durable
message subscriber?



Can we receive messages 

out of order?



Can we receive 

duplicate
messages?



Is the interface 

idempotent?



Who owns the 
interface?



How often does it 

change?



If you upgrade, 
do we need to make 

modifications?



Summarise
the key internal and 
external interfaces



This is a Microsoft Visio 
block diagram that 

summarises
the logical architecture of 
a financial trade life cycle 
manager (essentially an 

automated workflow 
system).

It highlights the major 
interactions

with external systems
and the nature of those 

interactions (synchronous 
vs asynchronous).



Include low level

technical details
too...



The source



The 

destination



An overview
of the interface



Details of the interface

(protocol, queue/topic names, 
connection strings, schema, required 

libraries, ...)



Include details about system 
interfaces to help you ensure  
everything has been thought 

about



Design View



A summary of the important 

implementation
details



Usage 
patterns
for frameworks



Framework

designs



Common

design patterns
used when building 

features



Templates
(e.g. an example service 

implementation)



This is a high-level
UML class diagram that 

summarises
the design for a bespoke 

runtime environment used 
to host application 

components.

It shows the 

important 
interfaces
along with their

key operations and 
relationships.



This is a high-level
UML class diagram that 

summarises
the design for some 
bespoke multi-page 

wizards.

It shows the 

important 
classes

along with their
key properties and 

relationships.



How much detail is 

enough?



Depends
on the team size
and experience



Not too much
detail



Enough to provide 

guidance
for somebody new

to the team



Complementary
to the code

(diagrams plus commentary)



Summarise 
the important aspects

(don’t worry about every property and method!)



You need to decide how much 

benefit
a design view will give you



Include a design view if you 
want to summarise how parts 
of your implementation work



Infrastructure View



A description of the

physical hardware
and infrastructure

on which the software
will be deployed.



Is there a clear 
infrastructure design?



Does it support all of the 

components that make 
up your architecture?



Does it support 

redundancy, 

failover and disaster 
recovery?

(if applicable)



Is it appropriately 

secure?



How has the infrastructure been 

sized and selected?



Is there sufficient
infrastructure for development, 

testing, pre-production, production, 
etc?



Who owns and looks 
after the infrastructure?



This is a high-level
Microsoft Visio network 

diagram that 

summarises
the design for a large 
public facing website.

It shows the 

important 
infrastructure 
components

and their connections.



Diagrams may also include lots of 
additional information

(e.g. IP addresses, VLANs, host names,
hardware model details, rack locations, etc)



A catalog of the 
infrastructure 
components

(specifications, network speeds, etc)



As a “software” architect,
you may be out of your

comfort zone



Other people
might design the infrastructure



Understand its 

impact



Include an infrastructure 
view to summarise the target 

deployment environment



Deployment View



How are the software components 

deployed
onto the infrastructure?



One-to-one
mapping?



Active-passive
model?



One process or 

many?



Which tiers and 
components can be 

scaled-out?



How do you 

partition 
memory and CPU?



How is data and code 

replicated
between sites for

disaster recovery purposes?



How are the components

installed
and configured?

(e.g. manual or automatic?)



This view represents how the 

operational and 

support staff
will see your system in production



Include a deployment view 
to summarise how your 

software will be deployed



Operational View



Many systems have
operational and support

requirements



How will the application 

be monitored?



How will the application 

be managed?



How will problems be 

diagnosed?



How does your architecture 

support
these requirements?

(e.g. log files, Windows Event Log, JMX, WMI,
dashboard plugins, SNMP traps, e-mails, text messages,

external monitoring service, tail -f, etc)



Include an operational view 
to summarise how your 

system works from a day-to-
day operational perspective



Security View



Is security 

important
to you?



Is security 

important
to other stakeholders?



Authentication and 

authorisation from a 
user perspective?



Confidentiality
of data in transit?

(internally and externally)



Certificates
and keys?



Secure storage
of user credentials?
(e.g. away from the web and hashed)



Secure storage
of service account 

credentials?
(e.g. encrypted in configuration files)



Runtime 

permissions?
(i.e. what users are your processes running as?)



Use of a

sandbox model?
(e.g. Java security model with explicit 

permissioning)



Signed binaries?



Appropriate 

separation
of concerns?

(e.g. deployment of essential code
only to each architectural tier)



Network
and infrastructure 
security model?

(e.g. firewalls, DMZs, etc)



A security view is of more benefit to

some applications 
than others



Your organisation and the 

type of application 
will generally guide you

(e.g. I’ve sometimes had to get sign-off from internal
security audit teams prior to go-live)



Include a security view if 
security is important and/or 

complex



Data View



Is your system

data-centric?
(e.g. workflow, data analysis, etc)



Are you managing

large
quantities of data?



Sometimes a data view is useful to 

summarise
your architecture from

a data perspective



Data models
(e.g. entity relationship diagrams)



Information about 
expected data 

quantities



Database sizing
(data and logs)



Archiving



Back-ups



Data storage
and 

replication



Data storage 
requirements

(e.g. regulatory)



Audit logs and

log files



Again, sometimes a data 
view is useful and sometimes it isn’t



Include a data view if your 
system is “data-centric”



Technology 
Selection



Why did you choose 
technology X?



Why didn’t you 
choose technology Y?



Do the technologies 
meet the architectural 

constraints?



Do the technologies help 
satisfy the architectural 

principles?



“ ”
Why did you 
choose that?

(even a short technology justification will
stop this type of recurring question!)



Reference
approved technology lists

or product evaluations
as appropriate



Otherwise, summarise the 
options and why they were selected



Include a technology 
justification if you are 

continually asked about it or 
are doing something 

different from the norm



Architecture 
Justification



Does your architecture 

satisfy
the requirements?



Does your architecture 
provide a 

sufficient 
platform for your solution?



Include an architecture 
justification to prove to 

yourself that your 
architecture works!



Summary



Any type of project,

any size of project



The software architecture document 

should describe what
the code itself doesn’t



Architectural 
Constraints

Functional view Non-functional 
viewProcess view

Interface view

Technology 
selection

Logical view

Data view Architecture 
JustificationSecurity view

Operational viewInfrastructure view Deployment viewDesign view

Context

Architectural 
Principles



It’s your big
picture



Your system
(the architecture description 

allows input from and provides 
information for all of your

system stakeholders)

Current Development Team

Database Admins

Business Sponsors

Operations/Support Staff

Compliance and AuditSecurity TeamOther Teams

Future Development Team



Software architecture documents
don’t have to be

big and out-dated



Summarise to present 

precise 
abstractions



Keep it short,

keep it useful!



Our “From Developer to Architect” training course is 
about broadening your software development skills 
and has been designed to take full advantage of the 
technical knowledge that you already have; whether 
that’s .NET, Java or something else. This course will 
make you more “architecturally aware”, helping you 
build better software. It’s about pragmatic and real-
world software architecture rather than academic 
“ivory tower” software architecture.

From Developer to Architect
A 2-day interactive introduction to software architecture



"Coding the Architecture" is a website and community 
for hands-on, pragmatic software architects. You'll find 
content and discussion about architecture and the role 

of an architect, along with our experiences of 
undertaking that role.

E-mail: simon.brown@codingthearchitecture.com
Website:  http://www.codingthearchitecture.com

Google Group: http://groups.google.com/codingthearchitecture


